Sunnyside helps capture Irving’s mystery and fantasy.
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Sunnyside is a strong reflection of Irving’s famous works as an “author, short story writer, essayist, poet, travel book writer, biographer and columnist” because he spent much of his professional years at this estate in Tarrytown, NY, and it captures a sense of romanticism as well as a distinct atmosphere of place, time, and fantasy.
The Important Features of Washington Irving

- Irving developed a passion for books at an early age.
- His career as a writer first took off with journals and newspapers.
- After that tragedy Irving then started his comic history of the Dutch regime in New York. “Dietrich Knickerbockers”
- The Sketch book of Geoffrey Crayon was a collection of stories that started Irving’s career in writing
“Sunnyside reigns as one of the supreme personal expressions of domestic architecture and romantic visions in America”
(www.hvnet.com/houses/sunnyside/)
• In June of 1835 Washington Irving paid Benson Ferris $1,800 for the original two-room farmhouse and the land it sat on.
• Irving and George Harvey, his artistic collaborator and foreman, planned to create a cottage featuring Romantic style.
• “Sunnyside contains elements that express the life of Irving and his travels ranging from Dutch to Spanish to Scottish”
(www.hvnet.com/houses/sunnyside/)
• The architecture of Sunnyside reflected Irving’s romantic style which was featured in his works of literature.
“I have made more openings by pruning and cutting down trees, so that from the piazza, I have several charming views of the Tappan Zee and the hills beyond; all set as it were in verdant frames, and I am never tired of sitting there in my old Voiltaire chair, on a long summer morning, with a book in my hand, sometimes reading, sometimes musing on the landscape, and sometimes dozing and mixing all up in a pleasant dream”

–Washington Irving  (http://www.hvnet.com/houses/sunnyside/)
Come and sit...

Among friends
Look here for more of Irving’s places!
•“Sunnyside contains elements that express the life of Irving and his travels ranging from Dutch to Spanish to Scottish” (www.hvnet.com/houses/sunnyside/)

•The architecture of Sunnyside reflected Irving’s romantic style which was featured in his works of literature.

•“Sunnyside reigns as one of the supreme personal expressions of domestic architecture and romantic visions in America” (www.hvnet.com/houses/sunnyside/)
Team Lesson Plan

- Objectives
- Learning Styles
  - Bodily/kinesthetic
  - Visual/spatial
  - Verbal/linguistic
- Materials
  - Notepads, pens and pencils, construction paper, markers, and colored pencils
- Motivation
  - Read Washington Irving’s “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” aloud
  - Perform a play
Procedure

- Instruction
  - Introduction to Sunnyside
  - Students’ questions
  - Website investigation
  - Tour drawings
- Summary
  - Short story outlines
- Evaluation
  - Rubric for short stories and drawings
Conclusion

As the first American writer to gain international fame with stories such as *Rip Van Winkle* and *The Legend of Sleepy Hollow* and as the founder and leader of the *Knickerbocker Group*, Washington Irving exemplified the roles of “author, short story writer, essayist, poet, travel book writer, biographer, and columnist” while residing in Tarrytown, NY, at his Sunnyside estate, which encompassed the atmosphere of time, place, fantasy, and romanticism that reflected in many of his works.
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- http://www.hudsonvalley.org/education/Background/abt_irving/abt_irving.html
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